study has been made. We shall report that amplification of the lac operon in Escherichia coli is adaptive, arising Introduction in response to conditions under which more copies of a weakly functional lac allele allow growth. We find that Darwinian evolution supposes that selection acts on adaptive amplification occurs in parallel with adaptive preexisting genetic variation, and neo-Darwinism, more (point) mutation in the best studied system for adaptive stringently, presumes that rates of variation are constant mutation, reversion of a lac frameshift allele carried on (e.g., Mayr, 1982). The discovery that some mutations an FЈ episome in E. coli. Adaptive amplification reprearise as a response to selective conditions (adaptively) sents a second mode of adaptive genetic change that revealed that this is not the exclusive course of evolution is fundamentally different from adaptive point mutation ( 
Introduction in response to conditions under which more copies of a weakly functional lac allele allow growth. We find that Darwinian evolution supposes that selection acts on adaptive amplification occurs in parallel with adaptive preexisting genetic variation, and neo-Darwinism, more (point) mutation in the best studied system for adaptive stringently, presumes that rates of variation are constant mutation, reversion of a lac frameshift allele carried on (e.g., Mayr, 1982) . The discovery that some mutations an FЈ episome in E. coli. Adaptive amplification reprearise as a response to selective conditions (adaptively) sents a second mode of adaptive genetic change that revealed that this is not the exclusive course of evolution is fundamentally different from adaptive point mutation (discussed by Cairns et al., 1988; but see Prival and in the genetic flexibility that it can allow. Cebula, 1996; then demonstrated by Cairns and Foster, Most studies of adaptive mutation have employed the 1991; McKenzie et al., 1998). Adaptive mutation has now lac assay: E. coli cells carrying a ϩ1 frameshift allele in been described in many different assays using bacteria a lac gene on an FЈ episome are starved on lactose and yeast (reviewed by Foster, 1999), and apparently medium and produce Lac ϩ mutant colonies over time, similar environment/genome interactions may occur in after exposure to lactose medium (Cairns and Foster, multicellular eukaryotes (reviewed by Metzgar and Wills, 1991) . A summary of the key features of the mechanism 2000). In the best understood systems, adaptive mutaof adaptive mutation in this system will help in framing bility is a transient condition of hypermutability during a second question addressed in this paper. The late stress, allowing permanent mutations, some of which mutability is adaptive, arising under selection (McKenzie can allow survival (Rosenberg et Figure 1B) resubjected to selective conditions. X axis: day that the colony first emerged in the adaptive mutation experiment. Y axis: average time taken to re-form colonies under selective conditions. Sectored colony (amplified) isolates from four cultures (1-4) are shown separately. Each point represents an independent amplified isolate. If amplified isolates were preexisting, their times to colony re-formation would equal the day on which each originally emerged (slope of 1 indicated by a line). The shorter times to colony formation for most isolates (falling below the line) indicate that the amplification occurred during, rather than prior to, selection, that is, the amplification is adaptive. A separate aspect of the data also supports this conclusion-the data from the four different cultures (1-4) show that there are no significant differences between the cultures in the distribution of either days on which colonies arose, or the lengths of time taken to re-form colonies. (The mean days to colony re-formation, the mean day of arising of unstable Lac ϩ colonies, and the mean days to colony formation of the amplified isolates that arose on each of days 5-9, all fall within one standard deviation of the mean for the same parameter in the total data.) Thus there is no evidence of the clustered (Luria/Delbrü ck) distribution expected if amplification were preexisting. (B) Amplified isolates do not evolve to faster (or slower) colony formation speed. This experiment shows the lack of variability in colony formation speed of a given amplified isolate. For each of twelve amplified Lac ϩ isolates that arose on days 5-9 in the original adaptive mutation experiment ( Figure 1B) , we chose isolates from the reconstruction shown in (A) to test their consistency of colony formation speed. These displayed a variety of colony growth rates (Figure 2A ). These isolates were subjected to a second reconstruction to determine whether growth rate (days to colony formation) is a stable phenotype. As can be seen, the multiple cultures, of each of the 12 original isolates, displayed consistent speeds of colony formation in their subcultures (each set of points on a vertical line). The results from this second reconstruction are graphed for a total of 70 cultures (5 or 6 cultures corresponding to each isolate number). Many of the points coincide because of the lack of variability between cultures of each original isolate. The original day of emergence of these isolates is day 5 (isolate 1), day 6 (isolates 2 and 3), day 7 (isolates 4-6), day 8 (isolates 7-9), and day 9 (isolates 10-12). growing, Figure 3A) evolve to shorter length, and hence rate-limiting step took up to 5-7 days. Does amplification from few copies to many take 5-7 days? faster growth, under starvation on lactose medium. However, we find that the speed of colony formation
We can reduce the number of lac copies in amplified isolates by growing them in medium with a nonlactose does not decrease during subsequent re-growth experiments on lactose minimal medium ( Figure 2B ), indicating carbon source (glycerol) (after their initial isolation under lactose selection). Thirty generations of nonselective that evolution of the amplicons to allow more rapid growth does not occur significantly under selective congrowth in glycerol reduces amplification such that only 20%-40% of the cells remain capable of growth on lacditions. We cannot exclude the possibility that evolution of amplicons occurs as an extremely early event in Lac ϩ tose (whereas 70%-80% lactose-grown cultures do; data not shown). This indicates that deamplification did colony formation. However, if that were so, it would appear that such evolution would have to occur as an occur during nonselective growth. We find that, for those colonies that do form, cultures grown nonselectively for adaptive event for us to observe the lack of correspondence between colony growth rate and original emer-30 generations (low amplification) require only half to one day more to form colonies than cultures grown segence (Figure 2A) . lectively in lactose medium (high amplification). This contrasts with the 5-7 days required for the rate-limiting Which Part of the Amplification Process step in adaptive amplification. Thus, the adaptive part Is Adaptive? of adaptive amplification seems unlikely to be amplificaOne possible mechanism of amplification (though not tion of a preexisting duplication. Formation of an initial the only one) is unequal exchange between duplicated duplication seems more likely to be the rate-limiting sequences. The part of adaptive amplification induced step. by selection conditions could be either formation of an Many other aspects of growth on lactose with different initial duplication (presumably a nonhomologous recomnumbers of copies of lac, involving both the need for bination event), or amplification to many copies from ␤-galactosidase and the growth-penalty of carrying expreexisting duplications (homologous recombination). tra DNA and/or of instability ( Figure 3A) , remain to be Can we distinguish which of these is the rate-limiting explored. (adaptive) step?
The data suggest that amplification from preexisting duplications is not the rate-limiting step. First, most Is Amplification a Pathway Separate from Adaptive Mutation? adaptive amplifications emerge late, days 8-10 ( Figure  1B) , even though many of them require less than three An alternative hypothesis for adaptive Lac ϩ mutation holds that sectored, amplified colonies like those disdays to form colonies (Figures 2A and 2B) amplification were sufficient to generate adaptive mutants, then 90% of the 680 colonies rearising in an adapdiffer from growth-dependent mutation, but instead is a special case of it. Amplification of the leaky lac allele tive mutation experiment should have produced pure mutant colonies when picked and replated on X-gal. We was proposed to allow slow growth, during which growth-dependent mutations occur among the many conclude that amplification is not a sufficient condition for production of adaptive mutants, in contrast with the lac gene copies produced. The mutation rate was suggested to be higher than is observed during growth model of Andersson et al. (1998). We note that the frequency of Lac ϩ mutant cells found because there are multiple copies of lac, and therefore, presumably, more opportunities to mutate. In this in growing cultures is about 10 Ϫ8 (Harris et al., 1994, 1996) so that we would not often expect to detect model, once a Lac ϩ mutation occurred, it would segregate away from the amplified DNA, and the mutant cells growth-dependent Lac ϩ mutants in a screen on this scale (2.3 ϫ 10 4 colonies examined) even if the mutation would overtake the amplified cells in the colony because of their substantial growth advantage. This model is rate to Lac ϩ were enhanced by the presence of multiple copies. However, we can say that any enhancement that important to thinking about both bacterial evolution and 1B, 2, and above). The difference may be attributable to differences between the two systems. The study of As shown in Figure 5 , the growth-dependent mutation 
